Commonplace case study

Mosaic Place, Purley
Customer
Thornsett
Engagement
Housing and community facilities
Background
Developer, Thornsett, together with
the Purley Baptist Church
presented plans that complied with
planning guidelines but met stiff
initial local opposition.
Challenges
Demonstrating the benefits of the
development - how these offset the
objection to a new tower in a
low-rise area.

Engagement to achieve
agreement on a
controversial scheme
Various proposals had previously
generated strong local opposition, due to
the height of the building.
Before plans had been published, the
Prospective Parliamentary Candidate had
launched a petition against the project
with 4,000 signatures.
Commonplace worked with Thornsett to
create an open dialogue about the plans,
and to help mobilise beneficiaries of the
proposals.
Croydon Council planning committee
resolved to grant planning permission
subject to a Section 106 legal agreement.

We decided to use Commonplace because we
recognised that high quality, open engagement was
the best way to reduce our planning risks.
Commonplace delivered this very successfully.
Tony Pritchard, Development Manager, Thornsett

Making the proposal
clear for local people
Credibility and trust through clarity
Commonplace helped Thornsett present the proposals in a
way that was clear and credible, which increased trust
amongst the community. This was important to ensure the
community didn’t feel the height of the building was being
hidden, which could have discredited the whole proposal.

The masterplan was split into
themes and schemes which
respondents could comment
on individually. This helped to
identify which specific
elements residents
supported and which needed
improvement.

The Commonplace before
and after feature is a simple
but effective way to bring a
proposal to life in an area.

The public can see from the
same viewpoint what the
area looks like now
compared to a completed
project visualisation.

Screenshots of proposal page on Commonplace showing the before and after feature.

Viewpoints can also be
added to an interactive map
to show where these views
are taken from.

The interactive map also
shows the boundaries of the
schemes.
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Revising designs to respond
to community concerns
Responding to community concerns
An important Commonplace feature was the ability to update
plans during the process, This enabled Thornsett to be clear
about how they responded to community feedback through
their design whilst collecting comments on the new designs.

The feedback challenged the architects to
identify what people love about Purley and
how that might become a part of a
landmark building. The revised design
(right) is more elegant and slender avoiding a ‘corporate’ or ‘office-like’ look.
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Successful planning
application despite an
opposing petition with 4,000
signatures
On December 15th 2016
Croydon Council's planning
committee voted in favour of the
development being approved
by six votes to four.

Achieving a successful
planning resolution
Quality of engagement was key
Croydon Council use a staged
pre-planning application process, which
encourages, amongst other things,
evidence of strong community
engagement. In using Commonplace and
the evidence it produced, Thornsett made
a strong case of listening to the
community.

A screenshot of the Mosaic Place Commonplace site,
showing the updated plans feature

“

Although the height of the tower is a concern, I
believe more housing will benefit a large number of
people and positively impact Purley economically.

Commonplace respondent

Learn more about Mosaic Place and the
Purley Baptist Centre
Consultation site
https://purleycentre.commonplace.is

http://commonplace.is

